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We describe a general and simple method to identify catalytically
and structurally important nucleotides in functional RNAs. Our
approach is based on statistical replacement of each nucleoside
with a non-nucleosidic spacer (C3 linker, D), followed by separation
of active library variants and readout of interference eﬀects by
analysis of enzymatic primer extension reactions.

Many examples of natural and artificial functional RNA motifs
have been identified, including ribozymes, aptamers, riboswitches,
small interfering RNAs, or protein-binding RNAs, that demonstrate
the diversity of RNA functions beyond the transmission of genetic
information.1 Elucidating the structure and sequence requirements of non-coding nucleic acids is crucial for understanding
their mechanisms of action. Furthermore, such knowledge facilitates design and engineering of RNA for practical applications in
biomolecular chemistry and synthetic biology.
Numerous biochemical and biophysical methods are used to
analyse nucleic acid architectures at various levels of resolution.2 Recent additions to the traditional repertoire are geared
towards high-throughput analyses on massively parallel arrays,
or combine mutations and footprinting studies with computational methods.3,4
Our laboratory has recently demonstrated combinatorial
analysis methods (CoMA,5 dNAIM,6 NDS7) that allowed the
simultaneous assessment of all possible single point mutants
of deoxyribozymes, as well as the identification of catalytically
important nucleotides and their functional groups. However,
due to the method design, the reported approaches are only
applicable for studying functional DNAs. They are based on the
combinatorial solid-phase synthesis of DNA oligonucleotide
libraries, in which the mutations are marked with a chemical
tag: the hydroxyl group resembling the 2 0 -OH group of ribonucleotides. Mutations tagged in this way can be easily decoded
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by alkaline hydrolysis. This is an asset for the analysis of
functional DNAs, but, for obvious reasons, the same strategy
cannot be applied to RNA.
In the present work we established an analogously versatile
combinatorial approach for RNA that reveals functionally
important nucleotides in a simple set of experiments that do
not require sophisticated instrumentation. We used the threecarbon linker D as non-nucleosidic spacer unit to statistically
replace (‘‘delete’’) standard ribonucleotides within functional
nucleic acids (Fig. 1). Following separation of the functionally
active and inactive library variants, the spacer substitutions were
decoded by primer extension reactions. Analysis of the primer
extension pattern allowed identification of the essential and
non-essential nucleotides. We demonstrated our new approach

Fig. 1 Concept of enzymatic combinatorial nucleoside deletion scanning
mutagenesis: (a) comparison of a standard nucleoside with non-nucleosidic
spacer unit D (C3 linker) and structure of phosphoramidite 1 used for
incorporation of D; (b) schematic representation of a combinatorial library
in which parent nucleosides are statistically replaced with D, and isolation of
active fraction; (c) substituted positions are revealed by primer extension
because polymerases cannot extend beyond D; (d) analysis of the interference pattern by denaturing PAGE. Missing bands in the active fraction
identify the essential nucleotides.
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with two well-known examples of functional RNAs, including a
ribozyme and a protein-binding RNA. Our method was able to
accurately identify the catalytically and structurally important areas.
For the enzymatic combinatorial nucleoside deletion scanning
mutagenesis (enzymatic NDS), we prepared RNA libraries in which
each nucleoside in the region of interest was statistically replaced
by the non-nucleosidic spacer unit in such a way that there was
on average only one substitution per strand (Fig. 1b). Such
libraries were prepared by solid-phase synthesis using mixtures
of standard RNA phosphoramidites with the non-nucleosidic
phosphoramidite 1. For example, in a 40 nt long region of
interest, the desired one substitution per molecule can be
achieved by approximately 5% spacer incorporation.5 To achieve
this desired level of D substitution, we first examined the coupling
eﬃciency of 1 in competition with RNA phosphoramidites (rN).
We synthesized a series of pentamer oligonucleotides with single
C3-spacer replacement using phosphoramidite mixtures containing 5–25% of 1. The amount of D incorporation was subsequently
analysed by anion-exchange HPLC (see ESI†). Based on these
results we used phosphoramidite mixtures for synthesis of RNA
libraries containing 1 and rN in a ratio of 5 : 95.
Enzymatic NDS mutagenesis was designed to take advantage
of the fact that polymerase enzymes cannot extend beyond the
synthetic abasic sites introduced by the C3 spacer (D) (Fig. 1c).8
The presence of D in the template strand causes RNA-dependent
DNA polymerases to pause and abort the extension reaction.
Therefore, after separation of the active and inactive library
variants by appropriate means (such as gel electrophoresis or
aﬃnity chromatography), we could use the primer extension to
decode the positions where the substitutions with D were tolerated. To optimize the primer elongation conditions, we first tested
diﬀerent reverse transcriptases on RNA templates that contained
D substitutions at defined positions (see ESI†). We found that the
reaction time is a critical parameter for analysis; short primer
extension times of 2–10 min gave reliable and reproducible results.
Both tested reverse transcriptases (M-MuLV and SSIII RT) terminated the primer extension by incorporation of the last nucleotide
at the position preceding the acyclic modification. We also demonstrated that C3 spacer substitutions can be detected in a DNA
template by DNA-dependent DNA polymerases (Klenow fragment and One Taq polymerase) (see ESI†). In contrast to reverse
transcriptases, Klenow fragment DNA polymerase incorporated
the last nucleotide directly opposite to the C3 linker (nontemplated incorporation). One Taq DNA polymerase produced
two abort bands (only partial addition of a non-templated
nucleotide opposite D). This information is important for the
correct assignment of the abort bands for analysis. In further
experiments both M-MuLV and SSIII RT were used to analyse
unseparated RNA libraries as well as the active RNA fractions
(inactive fractions were occasionally included in the primer
extension assay, but not used in the analysis).
Interference values were calculated as the ratio of band
intensities resulting from the primer extension pattern in the
active fraction and the unseparated library. The nucleosides
for which the interference eﬀect exceeded the value of 1.5 were
considered to be functionally important for a given RNA.
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Those nucleotides might be directly involved in catalysis or
substrate recognition or play a role for correct folding and
structure formation. Nucleotides that exhibited interference
eﬀects below 1.5 were considered non-essential and are good
candidates for mutation and/or deletion without substantial
impact on the nucleic acid function.
As a feasibility test for interference analysis of primer extension
patterns, we used a combinatorial deletion library of a deoxyribozyme from our previous study that contained an analogous
OH-modified C3 spacer.7 We performed the separation of the
active and inactive library variants as previously described, and
conducted the primer extension experiments according to our
optimized methods (see ESI†). The results from the primer
extension analysis were superimposable with the alkaline hydrolysis results,7 confirming that the enzymatic decoding by the DNA
polymerase was able to provide a reliable readout of the interference pattern.
As a first example to demonstrate enzymatic combinatorial
nucleoside deletion scanning mutagenesis on RNA, we chose to
study the minimized hammerhead ribozyme (HHR) motif
(Fig. 2a). This ribozyme catalyses a transesterification reaction,
resulting in self-cleavage of the RNA strand. The HHR structure
and consensus sequence are well characterized,9 providing a basis
for comparison with our deletion mutagenesis results. The first
step comprised the solid-phase synthesis of the combinatorial
RNA library, containing the statistical C3 spacer substitutions

Fig. 2 (a) Secondary structure of the minimized hammerhead ribozyme
motif. Nucleotides depicted in red proved to be essential for eﬃcient
catalysis. (b) Denaturing sequencing gel separation of the primer extension
products generated by M-MuLV from the unseparated library (lane 1) and
catalytically active fractions after 2 h (lane 2) and 10 min (lane 3) cleavage
reactions. Primer extension for each sample was performed for 2 min and
10 min (label on top of gel). Sequencing ladders (G, A) were obtained by
using corresponding ddNTPs (Sanger sequencing). (c) Bar graph showing
the interference values for both active fractions (from 10 min and 2 h
cleavage reactions) analysed by 2 min primer extension. Nucleotides
showing interference eﬀects higher than 1.5 are critical for the ribozyme
function. Longer reaction times for DNA cleavage can compensate the
negative eﬀect of the mutation/deletion (compare interference values of
the 10 min and 2 h separation reactions, blue and grey data).
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within the HHR motif at nt positions 1–31. The substratecontaining region from position 32–53 remained unmodified.
The HHR-catalysed cleavage reaction was performed in the
presence of 10 mM MgCl2 (Tris HCl pH 8.0) for various
incubation times (10 min to 2 h). The active (i.e. cleaved) and
inactive (un-cleaved) fractions were separated by denaturing gel
electrophoresis (see ESI†). Subsequently, the active fractions
were isolated and subjected to primer extension in comparison
to the unselected library. Primer elongation was performed by
M-MuLV and SSIII RT for 2–30 min (Fig. 2b and ESI†). In
agreement with the results from the reaction optimization,
longer incubation times for primer extension produced less
significant differences in band intensities (see ESI† for the full
analysis). Results from 2 min primer elongation reactions were
used to calculate the interference effects (Fig. 2).
Analysis of the data revealed that nucleotides 7 (C), 9–10 (GA),
12–13 (GA) and 28–31 (GAAA) exhibited high interference effects
(Fig. 2c), indicating that they are important for catalysis. This
finding is consistent with results from previous studies on
hammerhead ribozymes.10 In addition, strong interference
effects were found at positions 5 and 6 (AG) which are located in
a stem region in close proximity to the cleavage site. Most likely the
substitution with the C3 spacer at these positions caused a destabilizing effect on the catalytic centre and/or hindered the substrate
recognition. Interestingly, longer reaction times for the HHRcatalysed cleavage compensated the negative effect of the D substitutions (compare the interference values of the 10 min and 2 h
RNA-catalysed cleavage reaction, Fig. 2c). This result indicated that
the presence of D did not completely abolish the activity of the
ribozyme but severely affected the reaction rates. As expected, singlenucleotide substitutions within the stem-loop (nt 14–27) were well
tolerated (even at short reaction times), confirming that the method
is suitable to distinguish critical from non-critical nucleotides.
The enzymatic combinatorial nucleoside deletion approach
can also be used to study RNA–protein interactions. Here,
we analysed the hairpin II of U1 snRNA (Fig. 3a) for which
7 nucleotides in the loop (AUUGCAC) are known to be essential for
the recognition by the U1A protein and 2 loop closing base-pairs
(G–C) are important for structural reasons.11 The synthesised RNA
library contained 17 mutagenized nucleotides (positions 1–17) and
14 non-substituted nucleotides (positions 18–31) as primer binding site for analysis. The separation of the active and inactive
library variants was achieved by incubation of the RNA library with
the U1A protein and subsequent separation of the bound and
unbound fractions by the gel mobility shift assays on nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels (see ESI†). The analysis of the
primer extension results revealed 9 nucleotides (AUUGCAC in the
loop and CC in the stem) that exhibited strong interference effects
(higher than 1.5), indicating that those nucleotides are required for
the interaction of the U1A protein with the U1 snRNA. This result
is in agreement with the above mentioned previous studies on the
U1 snRNA motif.11
In addition, our analysis showed that mutations at some of
the critical loop nucleotides had less severe eﬀects than others.
When low protein concentration was used for the separation of
the active and inactive fractions, strong interference eﬀects
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Fig. 3 (a) Hairpin II of the U1 snRNA extended by a primer binding
sequence. Seven nucleotides in the loop region (AUUGCAC) are recognised
by the U1A protein. Two C–G stem closing base-pairs are essential for the
correct structure formation. (b) Summary of the interference results for
2 different separation conditions (1 and 0.2 equivalents of protein over
RNA). (c) and (d) Primer extension gels for the separated fractions
and unseparated library. Extension products were produced by M-MuLV.
Lanes A, C, G, U – sequencing ladders; (c) separation was done with 1 eq.
of protein. Lane 1, 2 – active fraction from 2 independent experiments
(act.); lane 3, 4, 6, 7 – unseparated library (pool); lane 5 – inactive fraction (I);
lane 8 – primer extension on the unmodified RNA (() control). (d) Separation
of active fraction (act.) was done with 0.5 eq. (lane 2), 0.2 eq. (lane 3) and
0.1 eq. (lane 4) of the protein; lane 1 – unseparated library (pool).

were observed at all seven positions. However, when the selection was done in the presence of higher protein concentration,
the nucleotides 6–8 (AUU) displayed lower interference effects
compared to the other critical positions. This shows that the
negative effect caused by the substitution with D can be partially
compensated, and implies differential effects of individual nucleotides on the overall affinity. Similar effects of different RNA/protein
ratios were reported when separation of RNA mutants was done with
immobilized U1A protein.3 In contrast, nucleotides 4 and 5 (CC),
which form the loop-closing base-pairs, exhibited strong interference
effects under all separation conditions, as the intact base pairs are
needed for formation of the high affinity binding-competent hairpin
structure.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that our new strategy
enables simultaneous identification of all essential areas of a
given nucleic acid motif in an experimentally simple procedure.
All needed reagents, including phosphoramidite 1, are commercially available. In addition, the separation of functionally
active and inactive library variants upon interaction with their
cognate substrates is performed in solution (i.e. no immobilisation on a solid support needed, thus avoiding potential surface
eﬀects). Furthermore, our study showed that the magnitude of
the interference eﬀects at some positions strongly depends on
the experimental parameters used to separate the active from
inactive library variants. This opens up the possibility to gain
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deeper insights into mutation tolerance of individual nucleotides by performing the analyses under various conditions. For
example, variation of metal ions and their concentrations12 can
identify cofactor binding sites, or variation of reaction times for
the separation step can yield specific kinetic information.
The three carbon spacer unit used in our study has been
successfully applied in the past as nucleoside replacement to
investigate sequence and structure requirements of ribozymes,13 ribonucleoproteins,14 siRNAs,15 hairpins16 and deoxyribozymes.17 Here, we report for the first time its application in
a combinatorial way. This approach is more eﬃcient and less
time-consuming than systematic replacement of individual
nucleotides and separate analysis of each individual mutant.
The comprehensive datasets elucidate all critical nucleotides
within RNA motifs and pinpoint non-essential positions. This
information contributes to deeper understanding of underlying
mechanisms and might further promote the design of functional derivatives.
This work was supported by the DFG (International Research
Training Grant IRTG 1422, Metal Sites in Biomolecules) and the
Max Planck Society. We thank Jana Schmitzova and Vlad Pena
(Macromolecular Crystallography group at MPIbpc) for help
with the preparation of U1A protein and lab members of the
Nucleic Acid Chemistry group for helpful discussions.
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